




































































































for  their 
education.  
More  and 
more  stu-
dents










fees  are 
$559 per semester for 
students
 
taking up to 
six units, and $862 
for those 
taking




will be added for 
the newly approved




 far as we 
know, the 
fees 
will be the 
same



















first step for 
needy stu-
dents is to 







 Unlike its 
bulky  prede-
cessor, the




there is no 
fee












































FAFSA  is 
required  (for
 

















date  to get
 first crack
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 raising to 
ment
 
director,  in 
the  
advanced  technique class
 in 











Spanan  Daily 
Staff -Writer 
The 
birds  and the 
bees are 
hum-
ming and spreading disease.
 SJSU stu-
dents share the problems
 of sexually 
transmitted 
diseases  (STDs) with 




1 and Nov. 12, 1993, 
68 cases of herpes have 
been  diag-
nosed  at SJSU's Health Center. 
According 
to Dr. Robert Latta, 
director
 of Student 
Health  Services, 
herpes cannot be 









Using  a condom can 
help prevent 
herpes
 but the 
condom  does 
not
 
cover the pubic 
area.  Tiny blisters and 
tiny ulcers can 
develop  on the pubic 
area, 
which is not 



































antibiotics.  It 
is a disease 
commonly
 
checked  in 
women  
during
 exams to 
obtain 
contraception
 at the 
Health  
Center. The exam 










By Nicole Martin 





























average or good ratings. 
Five  ratings 










 are based on 
the severity of the
 
violations. Every 







ensure  they are com-
plying with all state 
and county health 
ordinances.
 
All of the violations listed in the 
most recent
 reports, completed Oct. 
26, were relatively









 to put up a 
sneeze  guard 
for the self
-serve unwrapped
 pies. It 
was also 
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Next
 time 









 of the 
fundraising  
ideas  the 
dancers  have
 come up 
with to 
attend  the 
annual  "Amen
-


















 program has 
grown so much 
in recent years




has  become too
 
much  for the 










 for 20 
years  but only 
in
 the past 




 a full 
degree
 in 






encounters  is not 
new  to the 
university  setting: 
it doesn't have 
enough 











to Janet Van 
Swoll,  
chair  of the dance 
department, 
Instructionally 
Related  Activities 
(IRA) 
funding is critical 
to the 
department,  for the IRA
 helps sup-
port the various
 productions the 
department
 holds. The 
student 
&xi\  oted last
 week to 
reject  a pro-
posed 
IRA  fee increase
 which 
would have 







the Jazz Dance Ensemble, said the 
ensemble doesn't have enough 


















By Jane Mon tes 
Spartan Daily 
Staff  Writer 
Marijuana 
is a substance not foreign








 is a frequent 
marijuana  user. 
She
 did not 
want to 
disclose her last
 name because 
of the legal 
implications. Ann
 has smoked 
marijuana  about 
60 
times since
 last semester. 
"I 
started doing 
weed  in the 
dorms  at my girl-
friend's room,"
 Ann said. "It 


























THC  is the 
main 
ingredient  to 
cause  the 
high  a 
person
 feels 
when  it is 
either 












 be smoked 
either in the
 form of a 
marijuana 
cigarette  or in 
a bong. A 
bong
 is a device 
















also  filters out 







marijuana  to 
drinking
 
because  alcohol 
has
 after-effects in the
 morning. 
"It's  not a bad  
drug  like 
alcohol,"
 Ann said. 'You
 
don't
 feel like (crap)
 the next day 
from smoking 
weed." 
The weed Ann 
smokes,  as well 
as
 othet drugs, is 
See 
MARIJUANA. 
page  8 
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these  take 
place

















 you been?" 
from peo-

























opportunity  to 







 is self -sup-
ported 
through the 
box  office, Van 
Swoll  said. 




 "Danceworks," it 
goes
 to the 
scholarship fund. 
Mathews  said. 
Mathews is 
actively  seeking fund-












 "One for an 
undergradu-
ate 
student,  one for a 
graduate and 





A \1 f 11,1,1N 
Ann S. lights marijuana






 not medicinal ones. She
 estimates she has smoked 
marijuana



















those who want to shoot down the 
gun -
control measure the 
U.S.  Senate 
approved
 
Wednesday, there are 
still some things to 
consider
 before the final vote. 
The measure 
can  help stop the violence that 
has 
taken  many lives in the streets. 
It would help 
stop the
 flow of guns mailable to those responsible 





handguns  should 
also be included in the ban. 
Some citizens may feel
 the need to own hand-
guns for protection. For those 
citizens, the mea-
sure 
should  allow people to 
legally




Permits should only be 
allowed  for citizens ovei 
18 and should 
include a waiting period,
 similar to 
the
 one in the Brady
 Bill, where time 
is given 
for
 a background 
check before a 
permit 
is issued. 
Some citizens may feel the need
 to own rifles
 
or 
shotguns  for the 
shooting range 
or















for killing human 
beings. Even if 
handguns  are 
added  to the 
measure,  as 
suggested
 
earlier,  the 
measure
 will still 








The  measure 
also  should 
include  stricter 
pun-
ishments  for 
those violating
 its 
guidelines.  It 
should be a 
federal  offense 




 kind of gun 
without a 






there  should 
be
 a gra( (-







 permit and 
registration.  
This is 
not a total 
cure
 for the 
violence  that 
plagues
 America, 





watch  our family 
and friends die 
in the streets. 
It's time
 for America 




 "the home of the brave."
 
It's  time to 
be brave 
enough  to 







measure  is a start. 
Controversy 
Corner  
Will stronger gun 
control measures have 
any effect on how guns
 are treated in the United 
States? 
Will laws like the newly approved 
Brady Bill have 
any effect on who buys guns and why? 
What
 do you think? 
Write a letter to the 
editor and tell us your views. 
ARTISTS  NEEDED 




five political cartoons with your 
name and phone number to the newsroom. 
Dwight Bentel Hall room 209. 
Artists must have good drawing skills, 
keep
 up 
with current events and have strong positions on 
issues.  
Deadline is Nov. 22. Drawings will be reviewed 
by the editors and current artists. Artists will be 
notified
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 and fall 
are, in many 
parts  of 
the count' c, two of the 
most beautiful tittles of the year. 
It's hard to 
tell if you live in 
an area surrounded by sidewalks 
and 
streets,
 but in some places 
the leaves turn to every color 
imaginable and there's frost in 
the fields in the morning. Pud-
dles get covered with a sheet of 
ice and, in some places, the 
smell of the outdoors is fresher 
than fabric softener on a new 
fall outfit. 
When  I was in high 
school, 
our family lived in 
West  Virginia, 
and one of the activities that 
made life more enjoyable was 







to el I N nature.
 
The environmental 





but the way those 
motives
 are being 
carried 
out  is, for 
me,  the wrong way.' 
The squirrels 
we
 hunted were 
the same cute 
grey  ones that can 
be seen
 frolicking on 
the lawn 
here on campus, hut not
 nearly 
as fat and out of shape. 
How many of us have eye-
balled those rascals and thought 
of squirrel gravy? 
Don't knock it if you haven't 
uied it. 




 like pets. They re 
tame, and you can probably feed 
them by hand, although I 
haven't tried. They're city squir-
rels who probably 
would  eat any 
garbage 
they could get their 
furry little paws on. 
But San Jose is a long way 
from Wayne County, West Vir-
ginia. 
A few "Earth 
Days"  ago, Earth 
First claimed responsibility for 
loosening the bolts to, and sub-
sequently knocking down, a 
power pole that fed most of the 
Santa Cruz area electricity.
 Even 
the most staunch environmen-
talists were 
upset  at that one, 
and I don't recall ever hearing 
about a hunter's 
advocacy group 
doing something that radical. 
One of my teachers
 referred 
to environmentalism
 as the sec-
ular religion of the 90s; I found 
that 
fitting.  It is a bandwagon I 
have  decided not to jump on. 
The environmental 
move-
ment is a cause with 
honorable 
motives,  but the way those 
motives are being carried out is, 
for me, the wrong way. 
For the trendy environmen-
talist, hunting is a sin  a basic 
wrong in their religion
 because 
of a 





GET IT RIGHT 
tout
 better than human beings. 
For the life 
of me, I can't fig-
ure that one out. 
Animals  are 
great, but 
they
 are also food, and 
can make nice pets. They are 
just animals. 
Hunters do not arbitrarily 
shoot anything that moves.
 Try 
to 
remember that Dances With 
Wolves 
was a movie about the 
1800s, not today. 
In most states, to get a hunt-
ing license, it is necessary to fin-
ish a hunter's safety course. You 
are taught and encouraged to 
respect property and wildlife. 
There are limits on what a per-
son may take home in the inter-
ests of population control. 
The National 
Rifle Associa-
tion has done more to further 
the cause of conservation than 
most of the 
whiny  environmen-





environmental  causes 
have taken to conserve our 
nation's wilderness will not work 
without the help of us who use it 
most  the hunters. 
Matt Smith
 is a Daily 
staff columnist. His column 
appears 
every other Tuesday. 
A stunning 
new  form of 
crime  
A.
 merican society 
is vio-
lent, always has 
been 
nd, in all 
likelihood, 
always
 will be. 
Guns  whether 
fully  auto-
matic  assault-weapons 
or little 
bitty derringers
  are, in a 
sense, self 
regulating.  That is to 
say that 
most people will notice 
immediately
 if one is used 
because of the noise 
and  the 
mess. 
Guns
 are not a real
 problem: 
the people who misuse
 them 
are. They 
are  just as likely to mis-
use any weapon. They may be 
even more likely to misuse a 
silent, unobtrusive weapon than 
they would be to use a gun. 
All the attention violent crime 
has been getting lately has only 
served to increase
 both weapons 
sales and the incidence of vio-
lent 
crime. Locking amateur 
criminals up with professionals 




ber of hard-core professionals at 
public expense. 
Increasing the amount of ille-
gal goods seized increases the 
profit margin for those selling 




 the stakes Ft 
higher, the likelihood 
of vio-
lence also increases because 
there is that much more at stake. 
It's a vicious cycle which feeds 
on itself. The 
problem is that 
there is a whole new dimension 
of crime opening up. New 
weapons which are touted as 
non-violent are being hawked 
on the prililic by unscrupulous 
arms merchants. 
Anyone  who has bothered to 
look into non-lethal weapons for 
self-defense knows that sprays 
are often worse than useless. 
Many times they only serve to 
make an attacker more angry 
than they were to begin with, 
increasing the chance that the 
person 
using  the spray will be 
'All the attention 
violent 
crime  has 
been 
getting lately 












seriously  iiijured. 
One weapon that does work is 
the electric stun -gun type. 
Increasingly
 sophisticated in 
their effects, these weapons are 
designed to immobilize anyone 
at a 
touch. Some arms mer-
chants use fear tactics to sell 
these weapons to victims and 
potential victims of crime. 
While the thought of some-
one scared out of their wits  
possibly using a stun -gun indis-
criminately on anyone who
 
frightens them  is 
disconcert-
ing, the thought of a potential
 
mugger or rapist 
getting  a hold 
of one is 
truly scary.
 
Imagine a rapist choosing his 
victim. He walks tip behind her 
(or him), and with the touch of 
a button incapacitates
 the victim. 
There is no noise, no struggle, 
arid very little that would attract 
attention on a crowded street. 
The victim could then be easily 
carried in this state to any place 
the 
rapist  desires. 
A mugger using such a 
weapon could be 
extremely  effi-
cient. He could tag his 
victim  
with a stun -gun, 
remove  the vic-
tim's wallet or purse and 
be
 on 
his way. If attacked 
from behind, 
there would be no way for the 
victim to identify 
his attacker. 
Silent, unobtrusive stun -guns 
may reduce the number of fatal-
ities due to violent crime, but 
they would reduce the 
risk  of 
detection or capture for the 
criminal as well. It would make 
the present state of street -crime 
look like the good old days, and 
people will yearn for the time 
when a criminal had to 
use a 
knife or gun, 
when crime was 
messy and 
noisy and the victims
 
still had
 a chance to 
defend 
themselves. 
Kevin Moore is a 


























was  a 
kid,  
Momma










shouldn't  say 


































































 chosen to spare everyone's 
feelings.
 






 good and 
bad 
elements











 bad.  
That's

























spared  at any 
cost as they 




eager to write 
new '-isms  
and social 
taboos








ment; it is 
a movement 
born  of a fear 
that  peo-






offensive.  Well, I've got 
a bit of news 
for 
the  politically correct: 
just about everything 
offends 
somebody. 
As a newspaper 
reporter last year, I learned 
that men who are 
sexually  attracted to other 
men do not 
like  to be called homosexual; 
it 
sounds too clinical, said one of the group's 
local political leaders. But
 'gay,' the term this 
man 
prefers
 to use when his sexual 
orientation
 
comes up, runs afoul
 of a PC rule banning 
group 
labels
 that originate from outside the 
group to which it refers. 
"But hold on!" I 
hear
 some of you shouting. 
"Where  did this rule come from?" 
Frankly, I've no idea who started spreading 
this one. Although I'm sure it's politically incor-
rect to question these things (whoever came up 
with the rule would surely be 
offended  that its 
value is questioned), it was passed on to me by 
Dale Warner, a bigwig with 
"Resisting  Defama-
tion," a Bay Area group whose goals include 
purging the media of offensive speech. 
(For those of you keeping score at home,
 he 
also forbids the use of 'straight' in 
reference to 
people who are sexually 
attracted  to members 
of the opposite sex. It seems he's not certain 
that the term originated within the heterosex-
ual community.) 
The very fact that these rules creep into our 
culture without pedigree
 is the most frighten-
ing aspect of the PC movement Everyone gets 
to add his or her own restrictions to polite 
speech, 
and  each addition is absolutely valid. If 
communication improved, allowing us to know 
about everybody's 
personal  speech codes, every 
use of language 
would be politically 
incorrect
 
Am I Latino, Chicano, 
Mexican -American, 
or a repressed citizen 
of occupied Aztlin? Are 




 or something entirely 
different?  Since 
each
 of these terms is 
unacceptable
 to many 
members
 of the group to 
which  it refers, it 
seems  that the PC 
movement  requires us 
to 
give
 up group labels 









 for one, refuse 
to cooperate with 
the belief 
that  our society 
will back me 
up. Most of the
 
people 




understand  that 
the world 
does  not 
revolve
 
around  them. 
We
 do not 









 ears are 





believe  that 
you  have the






















 is a 
simply  a 
quick 
way to 
cripple  the 
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Dimple  at 
972-2114 








Art" 5 - 6 










ART AND DESIGN: Stu-
dent Galleries Art 
Reception;  6 - 
8 p.m.; Art Building and Industri-








 Dinner"; 8:30 p.m.; 148 







Study  on 1 Corinthi-
ans;








ing: 3:30-5:00 p.m.; 
Almaden  






 CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP: 
Thanksgiving Dinner; 7:00 p.m.; 
Corrine's  residence; 
Call  Wing-






 p.m. ; Hugh
 Gillis Hall 
room 226; call Tosh 
971-9163  
hipattlemide is asitilal Ile to .9f1.1 students, 
Ewohy and 'tiff tssraniraiions fiw free. Deadline is 5 
pat., mt. (Jai...1,1,1e 
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gang feud that kills child 
1LOS ANGELES (AP)  A 2 -
!:ear -old girl was killed when 
gang members opened fire on a 
car after a passenger slashed 
their tires, police said. 
But relatives deny 
the mother 
had gang ties or that someone in 
her car provoked the attack. 
The child, Bianca Hernandez, 
was shot in the forehead and 
died around noon Saturday at 
Childrens Hospital Los Angeles, 




Mationg, 19, had stopped the car 
in the Echo Park area about 
10:30 p.m. Friday. An unidenti-
fied woman lopped out and 
slashed the rear
 tires of a parked 
ar, Detective Bob Lopez said. 
A group of young men, appar-
ently rival gang members, ran 
up 
and fired up to 
20
 shots into the 




 described the 










Lawrence Tapia said Ms. 
Mationg was giving a friend a 
ride home and 
that
 the police 
account 




mother  denied 
her 
daughter  is linked to 
agang.
 
"I don't understand 
it, said 
Ruh ie Mationg. "I 
just know my 
granddaughter
 is gone and 
there's no reason
 
why  she had 
to.  




TAIPEI, Taiwan (AP) - Cali-
fornia Gov. 
Pete
 Wilson Monday 
said the 
passage of the North 
American Free Trade Agree-







"With the passage of NAFTA
 
last week, there is one more rea-
son to come to California. The 
risk-takers will surely spy oppor-
tunities in Mexico's growing 
market of 80 million people, 
Wilson
 said. "Our state already 
sells more than 
$6 billion
 a year 
in products to Mexico. We offer 
a gateway to 
the  markets of Mex-
ico and all of Latin 
America,"  he 
told
 the California -Taiwan 
Strate-
gic Partnership Forum, a gather-





 leading a 39 -mem-
ber 
trade  delegation on a 17
-day
 
Asian tour to 
promote trade and 
create



































will  invest $2 







"Strategic  alliances 
between 
Asian  companies and 
California  
companies




 and new 





 reform in our 
state  will help 
lower
 the cost of 


















 a great 












 just as we 
are  a spring-
board for 
California  to 


























in the state, it 
said.  
The agency said 
out of 2,706 
Taiwan companies
 operating in 
the United 




























 rate on 
the reached




 will percent. It was 
59.4 percent in 
increase
 the number





4,164,  The exam is also given in Feb-




ruary, when scores are generally 
Those 
who have also passed 






-at ter review and an 
cants  
have
 failed the 











 swot n in next 
mot ith, was 44.2 percent last February. 
the  bar 
reported  
Monday.  
The  The three-day exam includes 
slate will then 
have  more than a 
multiple-choice  test, 
given
 uni-









tions on problems of federal and 
The 
passing
 rate for the sum- 




 of the 
twice-  to measure 
such practical
 skills 
yearly exam has 
been
 virtually as research
 and client relations.
 
SAN FRANCISCO
 (AY)  
Albertson's 
Inc.
 has agreed to 










The settlement includes $23 
million for about 20,000 present 
and past female 
employees, 
lawyers said Monday. A labor 
union arid a federal judge must 
still approve
 the settlement. 
"The  idea 
was
 to get the 
women out of 
the checkstands 
and into the manager's booth," 
said David 
Borgen, a lawyer for 
five women who 
filed the suit in 
May 1992. 
Albertson's is the nation's 
sixth -largest retail food and 
drug 
store operator, with 655
 stores in 





maintaining  "two different 







relegated to the 
lowest
-paying jobs with little 
opportunity for advancement. 
Women
 were largely restrict-
ed to "dead end" delicatessen 
and bakery jobs and to 
the 
checkout counter where promo-
tions were rare, the suit said. It 
also alleged inadequate training 
programs for women and 
His-
panics seeking 
promotions,  and 
discrimination in the allocation 
of work 
hours.  
Similar accusations were 
made  against Lucky Stores
 Inc. 
in a 






 in 188 Northern 
Cal-
ifornia 
markets.  Lucky has 
fought the
 suit at every stage,
 
but a federal 
judge  has found 
systematic sex discrimination, 
calculated back pay at $90 
mil-
lion or more, and begun consid-
eration of additional damages. 
After the rulings against 
Lucky, "Albertson's saw the 
handwriting on the wall and 
approached us for early settle-
ment  negotiations," said Bor-
gen.Albertson's said in a 
state-
ment that it believes its employ-
ment practices were legal but 
decided to settle to save time 
and money. 
"Even if you believe in your 
cause, you have to 
acknowledge
 
the risk of litigation
 ... especially 
in light of what's happened to 
some of our competitors
 in Cal-
ifornia, the 
Lucky  case being the 
most 
significant,
 said Michael 
Read, 
a spokesman at Albert-
son's headquarters in Boise, 
Idaho. Man  Mayeda, a lawyer for 
the plaintiffs, said one reason 
for the early settlement was that 
Albertson's "had already shown 
that it had taken significant steps 
to consider and promote 
women and minorities to man-
agement positions." 
The settlement requires train-
ing programs to be open to all 
employees, and sets goals of pro-
moting women and Hispanics in 
proportion to the number who 
seek advancement. Other goals 
are set for increased hours for 
part-time employees. Albertson's 
can recover
 $500,000 by exceed-
ing specified goals, Borger] said. 




women because little 
data  exists 
on discrimination against the 
small number of Hispanic 
employees.
 Women who have 
worked at Albertson's 
since  
April 5, 1987
 would be eligible 
for 
compensation,
 under a for-
mula 
that has not yet
 been 
worked out, 
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 touch each 
other at the same time during the Sparta Gold
 Invitational foil bout Sat -
BV Kevin 
Moore 
sparim ibis Suit Wracr 
After returning home from 






in the men's and 
women's divi-










the rest of 
your college






Starting salary S26,000 rising 
to $41,000 in four 
years. Seeking Nursing, 
Meteorology,  Computer Science, 
Computer Engineering, 
Physics.  Electrical Engineering, 
Math majors. and under represented 




 GILMOUR 924-2966 
Pit 01 
\I TO THE PAILY 
urday in the 
Spartan Complex. Nazareno eventually
 won
 the 
bout.  The 
SJSU Fencing 




The fencers defeated 
teams 
from LTC Santa Cruz 11 bouts to 
5 in the 
women's
 foil and 14-13 
in the combined men's foil, epee 
and sabre. 




 Berkeley by 15-1, and the 
combined men's
 teams won 14-
13. 
The Sparta
 Fencers are a club 
team 
with no N(:AA standing 
and is open to membership by 
interested  stbdentlt 
Dennis 
Godward,  glen's foil 
team captain, is proud 
of
 his 
team but is not content to let the 
members rest on their laurels. 
"We're still a budding team," 
Godward said. "We have a long 
way to go." 
Women's foil fencer Janet 
Olimpo is convinced the Sparta 
Fencers' women's foil team is 
good. 
'There's maybe 12 universities 
in the nation 
that  can defeat us," 
Olimpo said 
during the meet. 
"Our biggest challenge is going 
to Santa Cruz.
 Their coach is 
one of the 





 fencer Phil Habib 
said 
this




hard, and he's 
looking forward to 
working with 
the 
new epee coach 
from  Bul-
garia. 






 we're looking 
forwardto







Icon.' Add] t Mitelt 







three-man  epee team 
Saturday, 
rotating in for one bout 
against 
each team. 
"For me it's been 
going very 






 as much for 
the fun of it 
as for anything else.
 
"It's  great," 
Martinez
 said. "We 
came out for 
competition.  Every-
bods 's having a great time." 
San Jose 
State University







 tells Raquel Nazareno to 
relax  and concen-
trate on 
her  bout during Saturday's
 invitational. 
1.1-4 






By Kevin Moore 
Spartan Daily
 StallWriter 








action  of the 
lightweight sport
-swords may be 
confusing 
to watch at first.
 
There are three 
weapons  used 
in modern
 fencing, and 
each  
has its own 
technique and set of 
rules. All three
 weapons are tried
 
in bouts. A 
bout continues until 
one 
fencer
 scores five 
touches in 
a valid target
 area against 
an
 
opponent or for 
six minutes, 
whichever












meters  sy.jcie. There.are_.
 
warning


















subject  to score penalties of 
One touch. 




 used to train 
young  men 
iii 
dueling  with the  rapier (a 
long, 
thin  sword). It 
weighs 
about a 




















































































































 'F. %,  ,oary 
Blvd (415) 202 
0220
 
 400  
van  




 Center (415) 
301  8855 
 Atontielown Gellerle 
'3201 20111 Ave
 
14151 731 3700 
1211111LET  2461 Shattuck Ave .510) 844 2233 
COMES  1280 Willow Pass Rd 
I510)  676 
9300  
NM 
MBA  301 Corte 
Madera Town Center (415)









































































































EINENTVIUI   5800 
Christ*






(107)  426 4800 
NATIIIMB  664 
Southland  Mall (510) 887 
7600  
MASI 
 BLOSSOM HILL 5353 













UNIIIIIITO   ,,727 El Camlno Roal 
(415)  
574-5100  
ANITA QUA  3149 St.-vens 
Creol, Blvd
 
1408)  554 9700 




 579 9494 
=Mal  1247
 w El Cam,' Reel
 (415) 962 0101 
IVAIJIUT
 CONDI  2044 Mount
 Diablo tilvd (510) 
933 1800 
1:1993  THE 0009 
GUYS1, Inc. 
Prices




about  35 

















with  the 




 wear a lame
 vest 
which  is wired to a 
scoring  box. 
The sword is 
also wired to 
the,
 
box. The wires 
are controlled Is)i. 
a reel 
behind  each 
fencer.  The 
reel keeps the 
wires out of the) 
way 








 light shines, indi-
cating a 
touch. A 
touch  on any-
thing 




touches  arei 
dttiticied


















The  epee is 
similar
 to the fok, 
but 






Epéel  bouts 
differ
 from foil by 
having  a shorter 
strip,  and hav-
ing the 
entire  body 
as
 a valid tar; 
get 
There  is no right
 of way, an  
simultaneous  
touches
 are scored 
to both
 fencers. A 
tie score 
counts as 





is based on the c.as4 
alry  sword of the 




 the same size 
and weigh 
as a foil. The
 sabre is primarily - 
slashing 
weapon  and 
touche  
can he 
scored  with 


























from  the 
centet
 
The  two 
judges  at 




 the fencer at the  
opposite 
end in 
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 (AP)  
A 
woman


























condition  with 
severe 
burns 










Nguyen  66, 
doused
 her 























to put out the 
flames. One 
of the 
two  then 
called
 the 911 
emergency
 line, 
police  said. 
Officers entered the Orange 
County home
 around 4 a.m. 
and saw the couple sitting
 on a 
living room couch
 and talking. 








 couple have been mar-
ried for
 47 years. 
Nguyen  was hospitalized last 
month for high blood
 pressure 
and since her
 release had been 
weak 
and  depressed, family 
members
 said. 
She wrote a suicide
 note in 
Vietnamese  that said she was too 
sick to continue living. 
"She just wanted a 
way  out," 
said her daughter,
 Hoa Hoang, 
of Long Beach. "She was com-
plaining about the illness all the 
time. ... It's sad that it's come to 
this.' 







SAN FRANCISCO (AP)  A 
celebrated chef whose firing of a 
gay waiter led to charges of AIDS 
discrimination
 sat silently in 
court Monday while lawyers 
argued whether it was the wait-
er s 
disease or a lie about the 
dessert menu that prompted the 
firing. 
Chef Jeremiah Tower claims 
the veteran 
waiter,  Rolando Igle-
sias, lied in December 1991 
when telling a 
customer at Stars 
restaurant that cappuccino souf-




and the 35-year-old waiter was 
suspended days later, 
then  fired. 
But Iglesias, who is HIV -posi-
tive and too 
weak
 to attend the 
Superior 
Court trial, claims 
Tower's 






 Tower feigned igno-
rance of Iglesias' AIDS 
condition 
while plotting 




ed a potential health insurance 
liability to the company.
 
"They 
were out to fire Rolan-
do Iglesias and  they couldn't 
wait
  they jumped the gun," 
said Schectman,
 who is seeking a 
$200,000 






 deliberating late 
Monday. 
Repeatedly scowling at Tower 
during 
closing  arguments, 
Schectman 
waved  an accusatory 
finger at the "chef to the rich 
and famous and powerful" who, 
according to 
the  lawyer, never 
imagined








Iglesias'  life," Schect-
man said. 
"And
 he thinks noth-
ing will stick
 to him, (that) he 
can just 
walk out of 
here." 
But 
the restaurant owner's 
attorney
 Bonnie 
Glatzer  said 
-misrepresenting
 the souffle" at 
a top-rated restaurant was good 
cause for termination. 
"You work at Stars, you have 
to provide excellent service, 
because Stars lives and dies on 
excellent service," she said. Wait-
ers understood, she continued, 
that "if you willfully fail to pro-
side service, you will be fired." 
Glatzer described Tower as a 
generous and compassionate 
man who supports the city's gay 
community, has hosted an AIDS 
benefit, and employs other work-
ers suffering from the disease. 
And, she claimed, Tower had 
no motive to discriminate 
against Iglesias, since the waiter's  
health would




Glatzer said Iglesias deserved 
the jury's sympathy but nothing 
else. 
"He lied. He misrepresent-
ed," she said, 
adding  later that 
there was just one motive for the 
lawsuit: "He 
wants  Jeremiah's 
money. He wants Stars' money." 
During the two-week trial, 
Iglesias offered testimony by 
videotape. At one point on the 
tape, he broke down in tears 
when explaining that Tower 
knew that he was gay and had 
pneumonia, a combination that 
in San Francisco is a clear sign-
post for AIDS. 
"In San Francisco, it's usually 
not (just) an assumption," he 




said there were 
other reasons to believe Tower 
knew of Iglesias' condition, call-
ing Stars
 "a gossipy little place," 
where even discreet romantic 
affairs were common knowl-
edge. 
Did they know Rolando had 
AIDS? ... They knew," Schect-
man said. 
Tower, who 
earlier  testified 
that Iglesias violated Stars' "poli-
cy of honesty," declined to com-
ment Monday outside of court. 
San Francisco
 task force to 
consider reforming 
prostitution laws 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)  In 
keeping with its reputation as a 
bawdy town, San Francisco's 
elected
 officials may consider 
reforming the city's prostitution 
laws.
 
But Everybody's Favorite City 
is not likely to become known as 
the City of Brothel-ly Love. 
Prompted by complaints 
about prostitution -related vio-
lence and concerns for public 
health, the Board of Supervisors 
last week approved the forma-
tion of a task force to look past 
the traditional extremes of strict 
law enforcement and decrimi-
nalization into realistic alterna-
tives. 
Those could range from job-
training and detoxification pro-
grams for street walkers to sensi-
tivity training for vice officers, 
one potential panel -member 
said. 
Supervisor Terence Hallinan, 
the task force's sponsor, favors 
legalization
 with strict controls. 
He would like to see a city
-run 
facility  that would rent rooms to 
prostitutes, check 
their health 
and collect taxes on their earn-
ings. 
But even Hallinan 
admits  that 
possibility is remote. 
Overturning prostitution 
would  require repeal of state 
laws against selling sex and that 
would he a difficult change to 
sell to 
legislators,  said state Sen. 
Quentin 
Kopp, I -San Francisco. 
"I would not be optimistic 
about legislators
 voting to legal-
ize 
prostitution,




any bill to 
per-





 We it in the 
cards."  










complained  that prostitu-
tion -related
 crime was getting 
worse. 
They also said it was 
spreading beyond the
 few seedy 




couldn't  walk down the sidewalk 
without being propositioned  
often in front
 of their children,
 
said Michael





fought deadly turf 
wars

















hookers  and 
letting them 
go  police 
started 
arresting




 Jerry Golz 
said.  Since 
then, 














 free before the 
night 
is 




























 84 9PM 








1640  S Bascom Ave 
 Second 
dada ^Md. 0, eaue, 
or
 mraser rah. and s 

















making  a break 
for it on 
Second  Street
-









YOUR  FAVORITE PICTURES INTO 
UNIQUE PERSONALIZED
 GIFTS. 
IT'S FAST, EASY, AND AFFORDABLE! 




  Holiday Cards and Invitations 
 Personalized Stationery  Holiday Newsletters 
$10 OFF DELUXE 
CALENDAR 
10% OFF ON 





Open 24 hours a 
day. 7 days a week. 
93
 E. San Carlos St.  San 
Jose,  CA 95112  295-4336 
- 
Henry,







































Receive a free tresh-cut. 
five to six foot Douglas Fir 
Christmas Tree with a 
minimum $50 purchase 











 Trees are 
distributed














 your free 
tree
 between 10 am - 
6 pm 
that  same 
day.
 
located at 66 S First St 
(next  to Bello Moo restaurant)
 
Look










Restaurants and services 
are excluded One tree 
per customer
 family 





3 -Hours Free 
Holiday  Parking 








 located on 
W San 
Fernando  between 
2nd and 3rd 
Christmas
 In The Park 

















Dec 5 Noon 
- 2 p m 








19 4 6 p m 
Procession 
begins  
at the Pavilion. 
traveling down 
First  to Post Street 
For 







































































games  to 


















Nails   Plain Facials 
 
















 Preparation  Advanced





  Classes 
Forming
 Regularl\ 
 Student Work Only 
















































Blocks  North 
of
 Santa Clara 
Between 3rd 
and  4th -,treet 


















musket  from 
















































any 6 inch sandwich and a II 
medium drink, 
get  a second
 6 
inch 
sandwich of equal 
or
 lesser value FREE I 
Discount on bulk orders 
Try 
our  free delivery ($15 
mini 




(408)  288-5676 
SUBWAY'  
I Unei nog post on LOCI Cul u0r1100 and,00 promotionvi 
si sale items Ocubia meat a4 party subs not sviudel 
ea 








Sat.  11 am-5pm 
1 
Everung  Appii ittrnentS Available 
The Nail
 Post' 





 import date   
Bikini 
Show!  









Entrance at 306 Market St. (Below Dimensions) 








FONG KEE NOODLE HOUSE 
(408) 280-0748 
264 E. SANTA CLARA ST. (NEXT TO LUCKY AND LEE'S) 




























































 all night 
Biggest Male & Female 
Revue at 9pm 
Dancing at 11pm 
FREE Turkey Giveaways! 
THURSDAY 
Thanksgiving









Drinks from 8-10 pm 
Flashbacks Music  2 DJ's 
SATURDAYS 
75o 
Drinks from 8-10 
pm
 
















lima to number of people 
m 
Dam,  SS valta  per 
person I 
163 W. Santa 
Clara  St. 
San Pedro Square 
279 -JUMP 
not valid on certain special 
events)  













Monterey  tcatlemv 
S. Nail Past 
9. Oasis 
10. 




11. Rock AP Taco 
12. Subway 


















 to keep 
bulk food The kitchen, however, 
in 
containers 
with lids, received violations for wooden 
Managers and 
directors
 pallets which needed to be 
would not 
comment
 on the replaced with approved equip-
condition of the eatery or the 
ment.  It also received violations 
health 
report  and referred for its grease filters, which need -
quest 
ions to Jerry Minmaugh, eci to be fixed. No one was avail -
et tor of dining services, able to comment on whether 
Laugh  was not available for the violations have been fixed. 
,omment.
 The University Room 
Spulan
 Bookstore needed its received a good rating in the 
missing lids replaced on self- report, 
which noted a violation 
serve  candy and received a of a water -damaged wall that 
good rating. The convenience 
needs to be replaced. 
store also received a good rating The
 Spartan Pub was caught 
but needs to clean the insides of 
leaving  its ice scoop inside the 




good rating. The inspector said 
In the Connection Dining in the report the scoop needed
 
Services, 
the Roost, the  coffee to be left outside 
the machine 
shop and bakery had no viola- in a sanitary bucket. 
Man 
guilty  of murdering 
California  tourist 
LAS 
VEGAS  (AP) A
 22 -year -
old Las Vegas man has been 
found guilty of murdering a Cali-
fornia tourist last December in 
the
 parking garage of the Vegas 
World Hotel. 
Sean 
White  showed no emo-
tion when the jury returned the 
verdict Sunday night. 
White had been charged in 
the Dec. 28 shooting 
death of 
Robert  Davenport of Atascadero, 
Calif. 
Davenport was gunned down 
as he and his wife pulled into a 
parking place at the garage. 
Police believe he was the victim 
of an attempted 
catpcking.  
White was convicted of mur-
der with the use of 
a deadly 
weapon, conspiracy to commit 
murder, conspiracy to commit 
robbery  and attempted robbery. 
The 
penalty phase of the trial 
will begin Nov. 29. Prosecutors 

















1 .k'-' r-".-'.7 


































also  faced murder 
charges in the Dec. 
19
 shooting 




ing a failed 
cadacking nine days 
before Davenport was killed. 
District 
Judge  Dell Guy threw 




 39, bled to death 
after being shot in the
 chest in 
the presence of his wife, Vicki,
 at 
the parking garage. 
The killer fled the scene, run-
ning into a crime
-ridden  residen-
tial area known as the Naked City, 
which 
is behind the hotel. 
The Davenports, parents of 
two young sons, were in Las 
Vegas for a brief vacation when 
the shooting 
occurred.White's  
defense countered that the wit-
ness identifications were weak-
ened by poor lighting, brief 
glances by witnesses at the 
killer, 






accessible  around San Jose. 
According to Lt. 
Dewey Hos-
mer of the San Jose Police 
Department's
 narcotics unit., tar 
heroine, cocaine powder, 
methamphetamines,
 PCP and 
marijuana can all be found on 
the streets 
of
 San Jose. 
Narcotics enforcement works 
with different
 methods of opera-
tion to combat drug use.
 
For example, the narcotics 
enforcement
 team unit compris-
es uniformed officers who patrol 
and 
investigate  reports of drug  
sales. 
Other teams of narcotic offi-
cers work as surveillance  
undercover teams who work 
with people who have informa-
tion concerning a drug user or 
dealer.
 
According to Hosmer, the 
ages of drug dealers range from 
the late teens to 30s. The SJPD 
not only works in law enforce-
ment from the crime of drugs 
use or vending, but also in pre-
venting drug use. The division 
specializing in reaching out to 
the community is crime preven-
tion. 
Officer Eric Dat Phan is a 
1990 SJSU grad who works in 
the SJPD crime prevention unit. 
Phan originally studied to be a 
teacher but opted 
for law 
enforcement when he saw an 
opportunity to use his teaching 
skills to help the 
community.  
Phan, who is of Vietnamese 
decent, helps target that
 com-
munity  in crime prevention. He 
organizes youth groups and 
community activities. 
Recently Phan did a drug pre-
vention presentation at Sakamo-
to Elementary School in west 
San Jose. The talk was given to a 
group of fifth and sixth graders. 
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Hand 
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MCFADDEN   
SPARTAN
 DAILY 
Crime Prevention Officer Eric Dat Pham displays the San Jose Police Department's drug kit. Pham does not 
like to take the kit to elementary schools because he is afraid that the students will show off to other students 
by talking about using or trying the different drugs in the kit. 
showing drugs users with needle 
marks,  rotten arms, and deterio-
rating gum lines. 
'The purpose of the slide is to 
show the children how bad 
drugs can be for your body," 
Phan said. 
Phan said the 
children are 
well aware of the dangers of 
drug use because some of them 
live in neighborhoods where 
drug abuse is prevalent. 
"Some of the kids can teach 
us about 
drugs," Phan said. 
Usually in his presentations 
Phan brings a drug kit  a dis-
play of confiscated drugs and 
paraphernalia  
but he did not 
bring one to the Sakamoto pre-
sentation. 
"I didn't want the kids show-
ing off to another kid about hav-
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in the case," 
Phan said. 
Phan also emphasized in the 
presentation that many crimes 








cent of all campus
 crime com-
mitted around the nation is by 
someone under the influence of 
drugs or alcohol. Harriet Pila of 
the Prevention Education 
Pro-
gram (PEP) center said there is 




These crimes include vandalism, 
assault and robbery. 
The PEP center sponsors pro-
grams  to 
help  the campus com-
munity in prevention of drug, 
alcohol abuse and
 sexual assault. 
"We can't save the 
world but 
we can educate students so that 
they can look at 




Jose Police Departments 
kit contains a 
variety of illegal 
drugs and paraphernalia that were 
confiscated in drug arrests. 
ior and make their own choices," 
Pile said. 
The PEP center works with 
varying groups on campus such 
as the students in 
the Greek sys-
tem or in the residence halls. It 
also 
gives  referrals for off -campus 
assistance if students are in dire 








 you can with 
your
 new 
contacts  and free 
watch. 






-a -lifetime offer from Bausch 
& Lomb® called The Student Eye Deal. 
You get: a year's supply of 
contacts(that's 8 contacts), a ReNue 
lens care pack, and a cool watch -all for 
only $39 plus professional feel. You can 
get this offer only if you are a student, 
and only if you act now! Offer limited to 




 6/30/94. & 
LOMB  
Buena Vista  Optical 
678 E. Santa Clara 
(E. Santa Clara &14th) 
(408)
 293-2020 








































































































































prices,  but 
none 
called for
 a sharp 
cutback 
in 





 in the 
winter. 
Early 












clearly  were 
worried 































 the Gulf 
War,  
steered  clear 
of urging 












demand  for oil in 
the coming 
months  should 
help  bring 
about
 a price 
improvement.  
Officials  from Saudi
 Arabia, 
the world's largest 
oil  producer. 
were not due 
to arrive until 
shortly before
 Tuesday's start of 
the 
winter  meeting. 
The 
position  of its 
minister,  
Hisham
 Nazer, is 
crucial in 
determit  ling 
whether
 OPEC will 
curtail output
 to try to restrict 
the 
amount
 of oil 
available  to 
consumers  and 




 minister  
resigns




 Macedonia (AP) - 
The government minister 
responsible for
 Macedonia's 
fledgling civil aviation resigned 
Monday,
 days after 115 people 
died in the country's third 
plane crash in 16 
months.  
Antoni Pesev 
said he was 
"deeply shaken" by the crash 
Saturday  near Ohrid and was 
resigning as "a moral act of my 
deepest sympathy."
 Several 





has recently boomed, but there 
is no civil aviation authority. 
Operator licenses and other 
matters are handled by Pesev's 
Ministry of Urban Planning, 
(:ivil Engineering, Communica-
ti tit is and Ecology. 
The country s pilots associa-
tion 
blamed
 the government 
for 
poor safety standards at the 























consist  of paid 
advertising  
and offerings












4 hours per week as a 
Community 
Friend.  providing social 
support to 
those who endure 
mental Illness. We train. Call 
(408)4360606  
NEW 
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN: 




 MONEY and your 
teeth.  
Enroll now! 






trini of free 
falling 
from 10,000 feet at the Bay Area's 
only skydiving
 center. Come join us 
for
 
a tandem jump arid enjoy your 
first skydive
 with only 45 minutes
 
of training. For the true 
thrill  seek-
er,  try an accelerated freefall
 
course and find 
yourself on the 
fastest road to becoming a 
certified skydiver,  starting with a six 
hour class and a mile long freefall 
the same
 day. Videos of 
your  jump 
also available. Owned arid 
operat-






MODEL  SEARCH MAGAZINE 
You need exposure to succeed in 
MODEUNG. Now you can put 
your 
photo and information in 
front 
of 












Campus Insurance Service 
Special Student Programs 
Serving 
SJSU
 for 20 
years  
"Great Rates for Good Drivers" 
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers" 








Also open Saturdays 9-2. 
$50.00 STUDENT DISCOUNT! 
ASTORIA INSURANCE BROKERAGE 
Auto, Jet Ski, Motorcycle, 
Boat, Home owners Insurance. 
"Alumni" serving "Students' 
...Talk to me, 
I'll help you. 
DUI? Accidents? Suspended Lic? 
Call me, (Don) 408-247-3734. 
Open on 
Sat/Sun
 with appt. only! 
ELECTRONICS
  
QUALITY  USED IBM 
COMPATELES  
286/386/486
 Great Low Prices 






presents  fine 
fragrances  from 
Pans 
Perfumes. 
Vesicrs  at Chanel
















































original.  To 
order, 
send  your 
check 


























staff to assist with














 p.m. only. Must type 75 WPM 
& have excellent 
English, grammar 
& 






















Spartan Bookstore now hiring 
qualified  data entry clerks. 
Must 




















career  oriented 
individual in the health 
fitness field. 
America's
 Best corporation has 
had over a 900% 
growth  rate over 
the past 
4 years and has 
locations
 
throughout the entire bay area.
 If 
you are an eager & self motivated
 
individual  looking to start 
off
 right. 
we will give you a 
chance.  Salaries, 
commissions,  bonuses, trips & 
benefits, 14K- 31K 
annual. Please 
fax 
your resume to (510)
 713-
0850 
and call 1 -800 -883 -KICK. 
Ask 
for Mr. Benyessa. 
FAST FOOD - NOT FAT FOOD! 




outgoing,  friendly people with 
cashier  and/or cook experience to 
join us on the cutting
 edge of 
the 90's 
health revolution. 
Contact Dave between 
3-5pm. 
at 435-7300 for further Info.
 
TELEPHONE
 SALES P/T, 5 - 9pm. 
Raise 
money for AIDS Awareness
 
Festival.
 Part-time and flexible.
 
25% commission, paid 
weekly.  No 
experience  needed. Please
 call 
Dave at (408) 5262360. 
EARN UP TO $10.00 AN  HOUR! 
By being a waitperson. 
busser, 
cashier  or host. Come appy in 
person  at Kikusushl. 11878 
Saratoga -Sunnyvale Rd.
 San Jose. 
'SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS 
Now hiring




 school age child care programs 
and preschool programs. 
Teachers
 
and subs must have minimum 6 
units in education, recreation, or 
child development. Full and part 
time shifts , job sharing and flexi-
ble hours for students. $6. $8. 
per hour. 
Medical, dental,  and eye 
care benefits for 30+ hours week-
ly, 
Great job for
 male or 
female
 
students. Call 408/257-7320. 
OFFICE 
ASSISTANT  NEEDED for 
filing, typing, word processing 
& phones. $7.85 
per hour. 
10 20 
hours per week. Ability
 to 





 THU.- SUNDAY. 
$10. per hour. Start Nov. 
26th. 
Princeton Plaza 




Olsten Staffing Services is looking 
for a receptionist
 to vraik in Sal Jcee. 
Very




 please apply. 








This is an excellent opportunity to 
get exposure to 
a sales & human 
resource  oriented 
environment.  







 Creek  #120 
San Jose,
 CA 95117. 
246-4220.  
COUNSELOR
 / DIRECT CARE 
















Cruise ships or 
LandTour companies. World travel. 
Summer & Full-time
 employment 














CAIRO,  Egypt 
(AP) - The 
Arab
 League stood by its eco-
nomic boycott of Israel on Mow 
day despite pleas from the West 
to drop the
 sanctions to 
advance the push for Middle 
East peace. 
After an emergency meeting, 
I&ague Secretary -General 
Esmat Abdel-Meguid of Egypt 
told reporters the 22 -member 
organization would discuss 
dropping the boycott only after 
Israel withdraws from all occu-
pied Arab land. 
But Abdel-Meguid said the 




The boycott, in 
effect  since 
1951, bans trade
 with Israel and 
foreign companies that do busi-




boycott at the request of Libya, 





week the United States 
would 
keep 
pressing  Arab states to 
end the ban. 





college  job! 
We
 deliver dinner  from
 the 
area's  favorite restaurants.
 
You 
can expect to earn at 
least 
$9.00  per hour. Jobs 
available 















REED'S SPORT SHOP - looking for 
retail 
sales:
 ski -bike -gun dept. 
Also looking for 
experienced  
cashiers. Contact
 Jim 9263020. 
SPORTS AND FITNESS 
Immediate openings! 
(408) 554-9451. 
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! 
Many positions. Great
 benefits.  
Call 1-800436-4365 ext. P-3310. 
SECURITY: FULL OR PART TIME 
Full training. $7.00- $8.00 /hour. 
 
Weekly  Pay checks 
 Excellent Benefits 
 Credit 
Union  
 Medical/Dental Insurance 
 Vacation Pay 
" Referral Bonus 
Apply: 
Monday
-Friday 8 am. -5 pm. 






CA 95054. Near 101, at San 
Tomas 
Env.






 Guards / Patrol Officers 
Needed
 Now! 
Full time / Part time. All 
shifts. 
Apply Mon.- Frt. 8am. - 6pm. 
5550 
Meridian
 Ave.. San Jose. 
4081  28E5880, 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES for 
motivated students. Learn from 
the fastest growing co 
in the 
industry. Earn $9K-$18K in one 
season managing 6-8 employees. 
Call Straitght "A" Painters at 
1-8004009332. 
SPRING BREAK '94  Lake Havasu, 




energetic reps. Earn $$$ 
+ Free 






- fisheries. Many earn 
52,000+
 
/mo. in canneries or $3,000.-





No exp. necessicyl Get the neces-
sary head start on next 
summer.  
For more info. call 1-206-545-4155 
ext. A6041. 
8700./WK  
CANNERY  workers; 
$4,000./mo. deckhands. Alaska 
fishing industry
 now hiring for 
next summer. 11.000 openings.
 
No exp. necessary. Free rm. & 
bd. These jobs go fastl 
Employ-
ment Alaska, 1-206-323-2672. 
AA CRUISE It TRAVEL 
JOBS. 
Earn $2500/mo + travel the
 
world free! ( Europe, 
Hawaii,
 
Caribbean, Asial) Cruise 
lines  
now hiring for busy holiday, 






929-4398 ext. 193. 
DO YOU HAVE SALES/kIKTG
 DP? 
We need you 














4 blocks front campus. Free cable 
TV, water & garbage. Off
 street 








QUALITY  OF 
LIVING
 & STUDY 
Willow 
Gardens  Apartments 





 in Willow Glen 
area.  
Spacious 2 
bdrm./2  bath 8, 3 
bdrm./2 








move  in 
special,  call 
408/998-0300.  
ROOMMATE WANTED
 TO SHARE 
2 bdrm./2 
bath, near SJSU. 
Female.
 Non-smoker.
 286-0647.  
GATEWAY APTS. 
2 blocks from campus. 
2 bd./2 
ba..
 900 - 1.000 sq. 







Laundry room. 4th & William, 





$591/ STUN  $525.5 
$495  
Deposit: $300. 3 blocks 
from SJSU 
1 






Security  type building 
 
Secure  parking 
 close in 
''' Modem 
building  
 Free Basic Cable service 
 Laundry room 
Village Apartments.
 








 & airy with 
big  windows, air 









 covered, gated parking,
 on 
site laundry. 
Quiet,  OK for 2 room-
mates,
 nice for staff.





11TH STREET APTS. 
2 bedroom./2 
bath
 start $745. 
1 bdrm. /1 bath-
 $595. Walk 
or 
ride 







entrance.  Laundry 






 Non Smoker 
Rent 
room
 in my 3 br./2ba. 
house  
on a 1/4 acre lot 
near Stevens Crk 
&Wrchester.$35C1/mo.  2434566. 
SERVICES
 
CUSTOM T-SHIRTS IN 
4-5 DAYS! 






 look no further.
 Century 
Graphics prides itself on 
quality  
work, quick turn around
 and
 a 
positive happy staff. Call for 















Phones, Voice Mail, 
CD's, Video 
games. Buy sell 
and trade. 1 free
 
month
 of service with 
each referral. 
Low fates & 
excellent
 service. 






408/522-7203 leave message. 
0 Muslim preachers march
 to protest state lottery 
JAKARTA, 
Indonesia
 (AP) - 
Muslim scholars and 
preachers
 





the government abolish the 
state
-sponsored lottery. 




 four strips of 
cloth, each 





 because it is 
WRITING
 ASSISTANCE any 
subject. Why suffer and get poor 
grades 
when help is just a call 
away? 
Harvard
 Ph.D. (former 
college 
teacher)
 assists with 
research &  writing. 






 visits to your campus.
 
Samples  & references available. 
Foreigners




1-800606-8898 ask for Daniel. 
WASHINti ION SQUARE
 
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION 
"STUDENTS SERVING STUDENTS" 
Membership  open exclusive), 
to 








 Loans $ 




48 S. 7th 
Street,  Suite 201 
San Jose, CA 95112 
Call for more info: 
(408)947-7273.  
800-WE-RX-MACS 
 Mac Repair & 
Upgrades   
While-U-Wart Service! 




Open M-F 9:CO 
am,-
 5:00 ern. 
408/988-2334. 
NEED COLLEGE/CAREER INFO? 
LVe counselor, MA, local 
college 







don't have the answer to 
your 
question. I'll get it and call
 
you back! Call 900-505-CCIS. 
954/min. Mon.-Thurs. 2-8 pm. 
Recorded info 24 hours/day. 10% 
of net profits support local educa-









Your own probe or disposable. 
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose. 
247-7486. 
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST with 
EA. and 15 years experience. 
Now  
accepting students wishing to 
excell at guitar  or bass. All styles 
welcome:
 Rock, R&B,  Jazz. Fusion, 









 by Trish. 
Enhance your natural beauty!! 
Eye Liner - Ups - Eyebrows. 
Expires December 15. 1993. 
4063763500  
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow 
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17. 
Campbell, CA 95008. 
against the Islamic teachings and 
torments the people," said K. H. 
Rasyid, leader of the Muslim 
Scholars and Preachers Forum. 
He was referring to an acronym 
for the lottery's Indonesian 
name, which translates as "Phil-
anthropic Donations through 
Prizes.' 
Lawmakers loyal to the ruling 
party Golkar have said they sup-
port an end to the lottery. The 
daily The Jakarta Post reported 
the party has asked the lawmak-
ers to find alternative ways to 
produce income for the govern-
ment. 
The drawing offers 
up to 1 bil-
lion rupiahs, or $4.7 
million, to 
the top winner. 
Proceeds  go to 





















chemicals.  Let 
us perma-
nently
 remove your 
unwanted  hair. 
Back 











1/2 price if 
made  before 
Dec.  15, 
1993. Hair 
Today  Gone 
Tomorrow.
 







trative.  Local Hi
-tech.  (408) 534-
1874.
 Your edge in tough 
times. 
LOVE 









check  and your 
birth  date, 
time of 
birth.  city & 
state.  to 
D. McGrane, 





tains  approx. 
15 detailed 
pages.  






 COLLEGE  
Itt 
Money
 is waxing for you 














 For FREE 
literature 
pack-
age. CALL NOW! 
408-993-7208.  
Access/control #2081993. 
$S BILLIONS available for your 




  DON'T PAY IT!!   
Don't pay $70. 




 $ souces 
NOW! 
Call Scholar -Dollar$ 
today)! 
100oee80023 ext. 
703.52. min. 5 
met that 
18 or older TT chore 
req. & 
save even more. order our book 
"Scholarships,  Grants 
and Loans". 
Contains dozens 
of money sources 
& time saving tips, Order today! 
Only
 55,95 
to Scholar -Donal, P.O. 
Box456
 Mt. Herman, CA 
95041. 
30 
day  M/B Guarantee. Allow 
4-6 
',Ms. 
Strauss  Ent, 
408-625-1910.  
WANT 
MONEY  FOR COLLEGE? 
Scholarship Matching 














San Jose, CA 951530450 
408629-8886. 















Call  or write:
 Unique 
Service Co. P.O. Box 867. Millbrae, 
CA 94030. (415)692-4847. 
PRIVATE













 350.000 active 

















 Special: $39.95. 
We will






SCHOLARSHIPS  GUARANTEED! 
No minimum SPA. No financial 
need.
 Send for Free 





 CA 94566. 
IBM). 








 SKI VAIL OR SKI UTAH  
VAIL:  Jan. 2nd  










$50. deposit by Nov. 4th. 
UTAH: Nov. 24 - 29th.
 4 days 









 4th. Credit Cards 
Accepted! Call Patty at 356-8347 




ESL TUTOR - TERM PAPERS 
edited. Exp,  teacher w/M.A. in 






 / TYPING. 
















 Days & 
evenings. 
7 




 BETTER THINGS TO DOI 
So let me type that paper 
for  you. 
Exceptional service Laser printing. 
Disk storage available
 
Starting  at 
on $2 page. Cal
 JIM today at 
997-2653 
SANTA CLARE 
SECRETANAL  SERV. 
Nerr  Salta Clam 
University.  
Term 
papers,  resumes, etc. 
)4081984-226El  
PROFESSONAL 




projects,  resumes,  letters.
 etc 
All formats,
 especially APA. 
Experienced,








Call Linda (408) 2644504.
 
HA'AVARDFREMONTLIMON  CITY 




accepted!!   Reports  
Theses









Laser  printer. Call me 
7 
days  a week 7 am to 11 pm. 
Suzanne 
Scott  510/489-9794. 
AFFORDABLE 8 EXPERIENCED 
Professional  Word 
Processing! 
Theses.  Term Papers. 
Nursing
 & 
Group  Projects, Resumes,
 Letters. 










 editing. Free 
disc 
storage. All work guaranteed! Worry 
free,  dependable,  and prompt 
service. To avoid disappointment. 
cell now to reserve your timer Call 
PAM 
247-2681  (8am-8pm). plus 
Saxe Addltionel
 10% Ps! Referral! 
EXPERT
 WORD PROCESSORS. 
Science and 
English  papers/ 
theses  our specialty. Laser print-
ing. Free spell
 check and 
storage.  
APA.  Turabian 




other services available. Master
-












got your attention. give 
your-
self a break. Let me do
 




 - $1.00. 





 $2.00 per double 











266-9448  'or tun 
service word ynnes, 
 
for 












Resume - ..i)c)ca)d" o-. 
internetionai Students Welcome'
 
Willow Gie, cgt. 'a,-8:30prr 




 for ALL 
your 
needs  including COLOR 
and 
GRAPHICS. Copying. binding 8. FAX 
available.
 Pick 

























theses,  etc. 
IBM 
compatible computer / 
laser  
printer.
 FAX machine. 
Notary  
public. Call Anna 972-4992. 
DAILY CLASSIFIED -ADVERTISING THAT 
WORKS! 
Print your ad here. 
Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation 
& spaces between words 
EIDOCIEllimapoonr-ini
 ID  .1 ILL -I OFOOLI 
ElEllOODOODOODO    
















































AN  the fifth day, 






(25 spaces) in bold for no extra 
charge 
lIp 















Send check or money order to -
Spartan Daily Classifieds 
San Jos* State University, 
San Jose, CA., 95192-0149 
II 
Classified
 desk is located in Dwight BriMel Hall. 
Room
 209 







ads  are prepaid 
 Consecutive
 publications dates only  No 



















- lost and Found
 
- Services 
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Dance 
From page I 
one for choreography."
 




The dance department has 
four faculty, two staff musicians 
and a guest jazz teacher for half 
the semester, Mathews said, 
along with some other support 
faculty. If any of the faculty were 
to get fully involved in fundrais-
ing. Mathews said another pro-
ject, or even 




From page I 
Another of the dance depart-
ment's annual events in the 
sponsoring of the residency of 
the New York-based Jose Limon 
C.ompany.  
For two years, SJSU has host-
ed the 
company's  summer visit 
to San Jose. 
Under the
 direction of artistic 
associate Gary Masters, the com-
pany presents a 
three-week  work-
shop, which about 50 students 
attend. 
The company usually invites 
local
 groups to perform with 
them. "Los Lupenos" and "Fla-
menco Ole!" have 
presented  
their pieces with the Liman corn-
Opportunity Grant (SEOG). 
These grants consider financial 
need only  they do 
not look at 
or compare GPAs. Pell Grants 
offer up to $2,300 per year, while 
year, while Cal Grant B, for the the SEOG offers up to $800 a 
more economically disadvan- yearAs of last week there were 
taged, offers $1,410 the first year 7,875 financial aid awards at 
and $2,850 for each continuing SJSU. Shoemaker estimated 
year. Shoemaker
 said. another 
2,000  to 3,000 students 
According to Dana Callihan, will receive aid this year. As of 
of the California Student Aid last week, 16,276 applications for 
Commission, the Cal Grant pro- financial aid had been received, 
gram now has more funding he said. 
available for students than last Students who do not qualify 
Kan for grants may opt for loans or 
"For the 1993 to 1994 year, we work study programs instead. 
received a $52 million funding "Students are borrowing 
boost," Callihan said, 
more and 
more," Shoemaker 
He said a total of $206 million said, regarding low- interest Stu -
in aid is available for the '93-'94 
dent  loans such as Stafford and 
year. 
Perkins Loans. He 
estimates  
Callihan cites mounting pres- about two-thirds of the students 
sure from 
educational  institu- requesting financial aid will be 
Dons
 and state legislators as part receiving loans, with the remain -
of the reason for the increase in der receiving grants or partici-
Cal  Grant funding. 
pating in 
the work study pro-
'The number of applications gram.  
has 
really  outstripped the pro- Work study assists students in 
gram's ability to grow," he 
said.  finding part-time, paid work on 
"We're delighted to get this campus, such as residence hall 
(extra funding)." 
receptionists or clerical assis-
Also popular are two federal tants. Students' work hours are 
grants, the Pell Grant and the planned around their 
class 
Supplemental 
Educational  schedules. 
National Christmas
 tree felled 
BIG BEAR LAKE (AP)  The tree, whose precise Iota -
Accompanied by an Indian bless- tion had been a closely guarded 
ing, the national Christmas tree secret, was loaded on a truck for 
was felled at a secret location to its 2,600-mile journey to Wash -
begin its long journey to the ington, D.C. 
Capitol lawn. On the way, it will make stops 
About 200 guests and journal- in New Mexico, Texas, Arkansas, 
ists witnessed the hours -long cut- Tennessee, Ohio, Pennsylvania 
ring of the 75-foot white fir on and Maryland. 
Saturday 
in the San Bernardino The tree will be decorated 
National 
Forest.  with 3,000 ornaments. These will 
Two seedlings were planted to be made by 
Southern
 California 
replace the 125-year -old tree and schoolchildren. It will be 
lit  on 




























































developer for the IBM AS/400, 
posfing16yearsof50% 
growth 
with nooutsidedebt.Semingoverhalfofthe Fortune 
500 
companies, I.D. Edwards 
invites 









must he indiiated, 
and a cover letter mustacrompanyyour
 resumedearlyindicating 
Wration preference in 
capitalletiers  at the lop. 








 ANC, Suite 
1200,Denver,C0  80237. 
CONSULTANT 
Asmstourchentswiththe






soltw.ire A IfS iv Businesc with 
a 




 communication skills and dependable
 transportation are required 1-2 
wars 












red Av rrn,loyment well , 




We on proud Po he an (qa,  Opportunone  
frnployer M/F/0/V 
party, maintaining their 
multicul-
tural  spirit. 
"Flamenco and folkloric 
dances are vital to what we do," 
Masters  said. 
The Limon company also 
seeks annual funding
 outside the 
university to hold its summer 
workshop. The company has 
gone to the Valley Foundation, 
David and Lucille Packard 
Foun-
dation and others to successfully 
complete their project, Masters 
said. 
Mathews said the University 
Dance Theater tries to attend 
the American College Dance 




workshops and see 
about




It also allows the
 students to 
meet 




 he said. 
"I can
 see the 
difference
 in a 
student
 who has 
attended
 one of 
these festivals,"
 Mathews said. 
"It  




 come back 
with
 a 






said in the United
 States the "arts 
are 




page  I 
Genital warts and gonorrhea 
rank third in the number of 
diagnoses 
with five cases each, 
according to Health Center sta-
tistics.
 
According  to "STDs," a 
brochure 
produced  by Fairview 
Publications, there are three 
million  new 
infections of gon-
orrhea
 each year. In contrast, 
there are one 
million  new cases 
of venereal
 warts per year. 
Two cases of HIV have been 
diagnosed  at SJSU during this 
time 
period. 





found one in 
500 
college
 students have HIV. 
Based on this study, there could 
be




"They may not 
know it or 
have the 
symptoms  yet," he 
said. 
Trichomonas




between July and November.
 
According to the 
STD 






Condoms  are effec-
tive in 
preventing  trichomonas 
infections and 
20 to 30 percent 
of women 
with
 the infection 
have other
 STDs. 
About  4,000 people in the 
United States
 die each year 
from cirrhosis 
(scarring  and 
degeneration) of the liver due 
to 






 to two-month illness. 
One  
to 2 percent die shortly after 
infection due 
to liver failure. 
Five to 10 
percent  develop 
chronic  hepatitis B. 
A very small amount of 
blood, urine, saliva, 
semen and 
vaginal secretions may transmit 
hepatitis B. Blood used for 
transfusion
 is tested  for the 
infection. There is a 
three -shot 
series vaccine available to pre-


























 audited, in 











 Inc., San Joe.




corporation),  as 
of
 Jun. 10, 1991, 
and the related 
statements of 
activity
 end changes 
in
 fund balancee,
 and changes in 
cash by fund 
for 





 herein); and 
in our report 
dated  August 16, 
1993,  we expreesed 
an unqualified 





information  set forth







 stated in all
 material 
respects, in relation
 to the financial
 statements from






















































































































































J,..   
607.100
 
GEL& AFTERSHAVE SALUTE 
INTRAMURAL EXCELLENCE 
















 Arasato, Tony Beers, Marco Cuevas, Hector Flores,
 Kevin Friesen, 
Patrick Horton, Larry Larson, 
Manny, Lavrador, Winos Malek, Toney 
Randolph, 
Chris Rebboah, Jeff Rum, John 
Thomson,  Ken Zunker 









better than foams. 
Just h the nick of time. 
0.011111111S.
 
COMPOIM
 
